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 Some introductory notes on the text 
 

The following poem was composed by Kim Chŏnghŭi 金正喜 (1786-1856), an 
influential Chosŏn cultural figure of the early nineteenth century and the creator of a distinct 
style of calligraphy, chusa che 秋史體, named for his pseudonym.  In 1810, he accompanied the 
Chosŏn envoy to the Qing court as an aide to his father, Kim Nogyŏng (1766-1838), who was 
appointed deputy ambassador for the solstice tributary mission that year. While in Beijing, he 
visited the eminent late Qing scholar of classical studies and epigraphic studies, Weng Fanggang 
翁方綱 (1733-1818), and viewed various old texts kept in Suzhai蘇齋, Weng’s study named in 
admiration for Su Shi蘇軾 (1036-1011).  

In 1812, Shin Wi申緯(1769-1845), who closely associated with Kim, was appointed 
secretary of the embassy for the annual tributary mission. Kim composed the following poem for 
his friend, urging him to visit Weng Fanggang in Beijing. In the poem, Kim recalls his own visit 
two years earlier, his “brush-conversations” 筆談 (or筆話) with the septuagenarian Chinese 
scholar surrounding the old texts kept in Suzhai. As Kim acknowledges in the poem’s headnote, 
each verse, constructed from recollections of his brush-conversation with Weng Fanggang, also 
supplies his friend with a topic for brush-conversation to occur when Shin visits the Chinese 
scholar in Beijing.  

Among various old texts kept in Suzhai, Kim Chŏnghŭi singles out the calligraphic 
album known by the first four characters of its poetic text, the “sky’s edge, dark cloud” album 
天際烏雲帖, to derive allusions from it and to match the rhyme with Weng Fanggang’s on this 
album. The calligraphic album, known also as the Songyang album嵩陽帖, contains Su Shi’s 
brushwork, which Weng Fanggang, through his research, affirmed as Su Shi’s authentic 
trace眞迹. This calligraphic album played a significant role in Weng’s theorization of the 
calligraphic transmission in defense of the model letter (or model album帖) tradition against its 
late Qing critics, particularly as a way of demonstrating a concept of successive embodiment of 
the ancient “seal script” letters in Wang Xizhi’s style, and the latter’s style in the much later-
period calligraphers’ brushes.  

The text in the album begins with Su Shi’s transcription of a verse by the Chinese Song 
period poet and calligrapher, Cai Xiang蔡襄 (1012-1067). According to Weng Fanggang’s note 
on the album, Su Shi happened upon Cai Xiang’s poem written on a wall near Hangzhou. Cai 
Xiang’s poem was supposedly composed in a dream, in which he saw a verse by an old friend, 
Recluse Songyang 嵩陽居士, written on a wall. The first verse of the poem is as follows: 
 

A raven black cloud at the sky’s edge heavily harbors rain. 
The red sun in front of the tower brilliantly illuminates the mountain. 
Is Recluse Songyang doing well these days? 
To the one who gave his deep eye gaze, feelings reach out ten thousand li.  
 
天際烏雲含雨重  

樓前紅日照山明 

嵩陽居士今安否 

青眼㸔人萬里情  
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Sending off Chaha Going on a Journey to Beijing1  送紫霞入燕 

 
Chaha 紫霞 is going on a ten-thousand li journey to China.2 While there may be 
myriads of splendid vistas and outstanding sights, none would measure up to 
seeing one old man of Su Studio 蘇齋. One who spoke gatha once said, “Having 
seen all there is to see in the world, nothing measures up to the Buddha.” In 
saying the same about this journey, I have matched the rhyme with Suzhai’s 
quatrain on the ch’ŏnje oun album 天際烏雲帖 to offer up as a token of farewell. 
Without adding more, they are truly affairs of Suzhai.  
 
With each verse signifying one subject matter, they each make up a section of 
brush-conversation. When you sit across a table from him on a windy and rainy 
evening, letting the wine cup fly across, and cut the paper, you might consider 
these an old horse that knows its way.  
 
紫霞前跋涉 萬里入中國 瓌景偉觀 吾不如 其千萬億 而不如其一蘇齋老人也. 

古有說偈者 曰世界所有 我盡見一切 無有如佛者. 余於此行亦云. 

遂次蘇齋題天際烏雲帖絶句韻以奉贐了 無一語相涉. 惟是蘇齋實事 (鈌). 

一詩可徵一事 而成筆話一段. 對榻風雨之辰 飛觴剓 箋之際 

以此作知道老馬觀可耳. 
 
 
A thin strip of dark cloud beyond the eastern abyss3  
The wheel of the autumn moon ties the brightness of the year’s end snow.4  
I heard and affirmed poetry, dream, and gatha of Suzhai:  

                                                
1Wandang chŏnjip 2阮堂全集 (1972): 329-331. The facsimile copy of the text appearing in Wandang 
chŏjip is also in the database of Korean classics in www.itkc.or.kr. See also Kugyok wandang chŏnjip 
(1988). 
 
2 Chaha 送紫 is a pseudonym of Shin Wi 申緯(1769-1845).   
 
3 “A trace of dark cloud” 墨雲一縷 is an allusion to the “dark cloud” 烏雲 in Cai Xiang’s蔡襄 poem in 
the ch’ŏnje oun album天際烏雲帖. The idea of the distant “sea to the east” comes from the convention 
of referring to Korea as the kingdom “east to the sea” 海東.  
 
4 The autumn moon refers to Kim Chŏnghŭi himself, whose pseudonym was Ch’usa 秋史. The line 
describes his visit to Weng Fanggang’s studio in the twelfth month of 1810. Kim Chŏnghŭi notes that he 
borrowed words from a poem written by Hong Zhanquan 洪占銓 (1762–1834, pseudonym Jieting 介亭), 
who was among a group of scholars often gathered at Weng Fanggang’s studio. Later, Hong wrote an 
inscription on the portrait of Su Shi, which Weng Fanggang duplicated for Kim Chŏnghŭi and sent to him. 
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Like the flavor of different mosses on a peak, we stemmed from the same 
sentiment.  

 
墨雲一縷東溟外  
秋月輪連臘雪明  

  (用洪介亭太史詩語) 
聞證蘇齋詩夢偈  
苔岑風味本同情  
 
He fathoms the “Han learning” as well as the “Song learning,”5  
Lofty and profound, he does not reveal its pinnacle. 
He already distinguished the Ceremonials and Rites by enlisting the new text 

school and the old text school;6  
He verified the Spring and Autumn and added the calendar of Master Du.7  
 
漢學商量兼宋學  

(先生經學以不背朱子爲正軌) 

崇深元不露峯尖  

已分儀禮徵今古 

(有儀禮今古文考) 

更證春秋杜歷添  

(有春秋注補杜氏長歷) 
 

The original essence whirlwinds in “the Tang tracing the Jin.”  
Out of formlessness, he transported the force of the seal script onto his brush-tip.8  

                                                
5 The note on this line that Weng Fanggang’s classical scholarship does not go against the orthodox 
scholarship of Zhu Xi addresses the prevalent assumption held by the Chosŏn scholars that the 
contemporary Qing scholars disdained orthodox neo-Confucian scholarship based on the Song-dynasty 
exegetical tradition in favor of the Han commentaries on the Confucian texts. See Kent Guy explains a 
trend of the late Qing scholarship, sometimes characterized as a pursuit of “Han learning” in place of 
“Song learning,” and Weng Fanggang’s later dissension from it in his The emperor's four treasuries: 
scholars and the state in the late Ch’ien-lung era (1987).  
 
6 This refers to Weng Fanggang’s  Investigation of Ceremonials and Rites from the new text school and 
the old text school 儀禮今古文考. 
 
7 Revised Annotations for Spring and Autumn Annals春秋注補 is Weng’s annotative work on the Spring 
and Autumn Annals, and Weng supplemented the “Long Calendar of Dushi 杜氏長歷” to the 
commentary on the Zuozhuan by Du Yu杜預 (228-284) in the Chunqiu Zuozhuan jingzhuan 
jijie春秋左氏經傳集解. 
 
8 The idea of “the Tang tracing the Jin 唐沿晉,” as well as the term “seal script-force 篆勢,” (literally, 
“force” or “mood” of seal script), reflects Weng Fanggang’s calligraphic theory. Also the note that the 
Jin-period calligrapher Wang Xizhi’s album Preface to the Orchid Pavilion Gathering is written in the 
seal script style and that Weng Fanggang’s brushwork is in the style of the seal script  (蘭亭是篆勢 
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He pointed out the single import of the Yong Pagoda and the Songyang album.9 
Both were modeled after the Purification Album to venerate it.10  
混侖元氣唐沿晉 

篆勢蒼茫到筆尖  

(蘭亭是篆勢 而先生筆法 專用篆勢) 

邕塔嵩陽拈一義  

都從稧帖瓣香添 

(先生云見化度寺碑 益覺蘭亭眞義 嵩陽帖君字 是蘭亭帖羣字上頭  

此皆蘇齋秘諦也.) 
 

The wind and the rain were startled in the “Poetic Vista hall.”11  

                                                                                                                                                       
而先生筆法 專用篆勢) explains Weng Fanggang’s calligraphic theory. The late Qing supporters of the 
stele 碑 tradition promoted seal script, which stemmed from Chinese antiquity and which was considered 
a perfect embodiment of the origin of writing. While his late Qing contemporaries regarded seal script as 
emblematic of the discourse of stele tradition, Weng used the term to develop a theory of the linkage 
between the stele tradition and the “album” (model letter) 帖 tradition. My account on this subject has 
been informed by the Korean scholarship. See for instance, on the influence of the Qing calligraphic 
debate on Kim Chŏnghŭi in Chŏng Hyerin, Ch’usa Kim Chŏnghŭi ŭi yesullon [Aesthetic Theory of 
Ch’usa Kim Chŏnghŭi] (2008). Amy McNair’s discussion on this subject is also informative. Amy 
McNair, “Engraved Calligraphy in China: Recession and Reception” in The Art Bulletin Vol.77 no. 1 
(1995):106-114. 
 
9 The Yong Pagoda refers to the stele-inscription of the memorial pagoda containing the relic of the Tang 
period Chinese Chan master Yong at Huadu Temple 化度寺邕禪師舍利塔銘. The text was composed by 
Li Baiyao 李百藥 but is better known as a calligraphic piece by the Tang calligrapher Ouyang 
Xun歐陽詢 (557–641). The Songyang refers to the calligraphic album, Sonyang album, also known as 
the ch’ŏnje oun album, containing Su Shi’s calligraphy. Ouyang Xun’s stele-inscription was important for 
Weng Fanggang in establishing his calligraphic theory, and he once remarked that it was through working 
on Ouyang Xun’s stele-inscription that he understood the true significance of the Orchid Pavilion album. 
In the late Qing period, this stele-inscription was considered an important link to the stele tradition, but 
Ouyang had also played an important role in transcribing the Orchid Pavilion Preface. Weng possessed a 
number of rubbings of this inscription, one from the remains of the original stele and others from carvings 
reproduced in the Song period. To supplement the dilapidated quality of the imprint made from the 
remains of the original stone, Weng had examined several rubbings in comparison, reconstructed the 
inscription, and had it carved at Jinan Academy in Shandong. Later, Kim Chŏnghŭi obtained a rubbing 
from this reconstructed stone from Weng Fanggang. Kangsong munhwa 48: 60-62. 
 
10 Purification Album 禊帖 refers to the album modeled for Wang Xizhi’s calligraphic piece on the 
Preface to Orchid Pavilion Gathering. The note reads “the Master [Weng Fanggang] said that through 
seeing the inscription on the Huadu Temple stele, he realized the true meaning of the Orchid Pavilion 
album and that the character kun (jun 君) in the Songyang Album was in fact the top part of the character 
kun (羣 ) in Wang Xizhi’s Preface.”  
 
11 詩境軒 is Weng Fanggang’s study. The term shijing (literally, “poetry and scenery”) comes from the 
Southern Song poet Lu You陸游 (1125–1210). Weng Fanggang had a rubbing of the stone inscription of 
these two characters written by Lu You and named his study for this object kept in his library. The phrase 
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The stroke of a phoenix’s tail cracked the southern window.12  
Jiang Qiushi is gone, but the “flawless jade” remains.13  
Huang Xiaosong visited and made a rubbing of the stone classics.14  
 
詩境軒中風雨驚  

南窓埽破鳳凰翎  

(有南窓補竹圖  是兩峰筆 紫霞工寫竹 爲帖此語) 

江秋史去留完璧  

(紫霞嘗摹 示聽松堂所藏 松雪眞迹大字 及入蘇齋亦有一本  

先生剔損其殘字名曰完璧帖  江秋史所留贈) 

黃小松來搨石經  

 (黃小松易??????) 
 

The sun at the mountain in front of the tower lingered red.15  
He explained the difference between the Kuaixue album and the powdered 

paper.16  
                                                                                                                                                       
“startling the wind and the rain” comes from the Tang poet Du Fu’s praise of Li Bai’s writing, “when he 
put down his brush, the wind and the rain jolted; when the poem was done, the ghost and spirits wept” 
筆落驚風雨/詩成泣鬼神.  
 
12 The phoenix tail is a trope for the bamboo leaves, taken from an inscription for the ink-bamboo painting, 
‘Bamboo Embroidering the Southern Window’ (南窓補竹圖), by the Qing painter, Luo Ping 羅聘 (1733-
1799), as indicated in the note. Kim Chŏnghŭi notes also that he adopted this trope because Chaha (Shin 
Wi) is good at painting ink-bamboos. 
 
13 Jiang Qiushi is a pseudonym of the Qing literatus Jiang Deliang江得量(1752–1793). The “flawless 
jade” denotes bringing a thing to its perfection. According to the note, Shin Wi had copied a character 
from Zhao Mengfu 趙孟頫 (松雪,1254-1322)’s calligraphy once kept by the mid-Chosŏn scholar, Sŏng 
Such’im (1493–1564) (referred in Kim’s note by the name of his library聽松堂). When Kim visited 
Suzhai, he saw another copy, in which Weng Fanggang had revised the decrepit characters and which he 
hence named the “flawless jade album 完璧帖.” Weng had received this from Jiang Deliang earlier.  
 
14 Huang Xiaosong refers to the Qing scholar, Huang Yi (1744–1801), and the stone classics refer to the 
Xiping stone classics熹平石經, the Chinese Han-dynasty stone carving of the Confucian classics. Huang 
Yi and Weng Fanggang collaborated in authenticating a rubbing copy of the Xiping stone classics. I am 
following the note as translated by Shin Hoyŏl in Kugyok wandang chŏnjip (1988). 
 
15 The whole verse is about the ch’ŏnje oun album. The first line describes the poetic image of Cai 
Xiang’s verse inscribed in the album:  
 
16 The Kuaixue album 快雪帖 refers to the compendium of important calligraphic works carved in wood 
and printed and compiled in the Qing period, so named because it contains Wang Xizhi’s album 
(快雪時晴帖) in the beginning. This compendium contains Su Shi’s Songyang Album 嵩陽帖, which the 
Qing period calligraphic connoisseurs considered as having been carved from a copy of Su Shi’s 
authentic brushwork. According to the note on the poem, Weng Fanggang argued that the authentic 
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Across ten thousand li, he will allow you the deep gaze of admiration, 
For you once sought out the vernal breeze in the fan.17  
 
樓前山日澹餘紅  

快雪粉箋說異同  

(嵩陽帖 眞迹 是宋紛箋 快雪帖所刻 非蘇齋本 快雪帖原本非粉箋 

與題跋沕然一紙 皆有考證詳切.) 

萬里許君靑眼在  

曾於扇底覓春風  

 (余嘗摹畵嵩陽帖 詩意於扇頭鋪置 頗難爲紫霞所點定.) 
 
A hundred copies of the portrait with a poem on “rain snow” each raises dust.18  
There is also the one on the “nine-turn remote valley” deep in springtime.19  
The portrait showing a birthmark on the right cheekbone was handed down and 

became an offering under the pines.20  
                                                                                                                                                       
brushwork of Su Shi in the Songyang Album 嵩陽帖 was on the powdered paper粉箋紙 of the Song 
period, whereas the Kuaixue compendium contains what was carved from a copy other than the authentic 
edition which he obtained and was keeping in Suzhai. The note about the edition included in Kuaixue 
album as containing the colophons on the same type of paper is in reference to Weng’s investigation. 
Weng’s research on the edition he possessed indicated that Su Shi’s writing had originally been on a 
scroll but had been rebound into album format by the Ming period, and was subsequently rebound several 
times since the Ming period. As a result, the album was made up of different types of paper: five leaves of 
Su Shi’s writing on one type, nine leaves of the earlier colophon inscriptions by the earlier collectors on 
another type, and one leaf containing the colophons by Ming collectors on yet a third type of paper. 
According to the earlier references to this album that Weng consulted, the authentic version showed those 
leaves containing Su Shi’s calligraphy on a type of writing paper known as “white powdered paper.” I 
have consulted with a specialist on pre-modern Korean and Chinese papers, Professor Oh Yongsŏp of 
Inha University in Korea and learned that this type of paper, prayed with a powdery substance (such as 
talcum powder) to level out the often coarse and grainy surface of the handmade paper, was made 
specifically for literati doing calligraphic transcription. Weng Fanggang detailed his research on this 
album in Tian ji wu yun tie kao [Investigation of Sky-Edge-Dark-Cloud Album]. This was published in a 
compendium of Chinese paintings and calligraphy in the early twentieth century Mei shu cong shu (1997). 
Some of Weng’s discussion of this album also appears in Weng Fanggang ti ba shou zha ji lu [A 
Collection of Weng Fanggang’s Prefaces, Postscripts, Notes, and Letters] (2002).  
 
17 Kim Chŏnghŭi notes that earlier, when he made a drawing based on the poetic image of the Songyang 
album, he sought help from Shin Wi (Chaha) to resolves the difficulty of its pictorial composition. 
 
18 The note reads: the portraits of Su Shi with a poem on “rain snow” have all been copied and were kept 
in Suzhai.  
 
19 This refers to the portrait of Su Shi in which Su is depicted as leaning on a cane. Kim notes that Weng 
Fanggang made a poetic inscription on that portrait, where there is a line, “when the nine-turn remote 
valley opens, the sound of the cane could be heard九霞洞開策杖聲來.” 
 
20 This refers to the portrait of Su Shi in which his face is depicted with a birthmark on the right 
cheekbone area. Weng Fanggang acquired this portrait from a Suzhou collector, Lu Gong 陸恭 (1741-
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How is that one compared to the person Zhigu drew on the ink-stone?21  
 
百摹雨雪摠塵塵 

(坡像雨雪詩本 皆摹攻蘇齋.) 

又一九霞洞裏春  

(坡像策杖一本 先生嘗題云九霞洞開策杖聲來.) 

顴右誌傳松下供  

(陸謙庭有觀右誌本 先生定爲眞影) 

何如子固硏圖人  
 
East Slope carved on stoneware still remains today.  
This drawing weighs down a boatful of calligraphies and paintings at Su Studio.22  
On the road to Huaisi, the bright moon cast a shadow.  
The winds from the pines interrupted the dream that lingers on faintly.23 
 
東坡石銚今猶在  

圖壓蘇齋書畫船  

(坡公石銚尙在尤水村家 圖爲水村摹寄蘇齋.) 

淮泗道中明月影  

松風夢罷尙涓涓  
 
There has been no one like this old man for three hundred years.24  
On the Stone Boat Pavilion, he heeded the influence of his predecessors.25  

                                                                                                                                                       
1818), pseudonym 謙庭, and subsequently displayed it on the altar at the annual ceremonies in 
celebration of Su Shi’s birthday, because Weng considered it an “authentic portrait” of Su Shi.  
 
21 Zhigu 子固 is a pseudonym of the Yuan calligrapher Zhao Mengjian. “The person Zhigu drew on the 
ink-stone” refers to the portrait of Su Shi that Zhao Mengjian drew and carved on the back of an ink-stone. 
 
22 The stoneware with an image of Dongpo, according to Kim Chŏnghŭi’s note, had been kept in the 
family of the Qing writer You Tong尤侗 (1618–1704), pseudonym, Shuicun 水村, and [a descendant of?] 
Shuicun made a copy and sent it to Weng Fanggang. “A boatful of calligraphies and paintings” is an 
allusion to an anecdote that the Song calligrapher and connoisseur Mi Fu used to take his collection of 
calligraphies and paintings with him when he traveled, because he did not want to part with them even 
temporarily.  
 
23 The allusion is unclear in the last two lines. Since this verse and the previous one both address the 
portraits of Su Shi, they probably describe the portraits of Su Shi in Weng’s collection. 
 
24 This verse as a whole is in reference to the portrayal of Wang Shizhen 王士禛 (1634-1711), whose 
pseudonym is Yuyang 漁洋, in the painting “Reading in the autumnal forest” 秋林讀書圖, painted by 
Wen Dian 文點 (1633-1704) in celebration of Wang Shizhen’s birthday. This painting is kept in Weng 
Fanggang’s studio. The first line is in praise of Wang Shizhen’s portrait in relation to the Southern Song 
poet Lu You whom Wang Shizhen admired. (Presumably, these two figures are depicted in the painting.) 
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People gathered on his birthday in the eighth month.  
They congratulated him amid the blue clouds and the red foliage.26  
 
三百年來無此翁  

石帆亭上聞宗風  

團成八月生辰日  

祝嘏碧雲紅樹中 

(漁洋秋林讀書圖 爲文點所畵 爲漁洋生辰祝嘏而作 今藏蘇齋 

首句爲漁洋像贊語  石帆亭是漁洋迹 先生有小石帆亭著錄.) 
 
By tracing the real, look out for the essence and the soul.27  
Why was Canglang concerned with the theory of “Chan” principle?28  
A gifted one must not rush. 
Ten year-old pride should be swept away without a trace.  
 
自從實際覰精魂  

底事滄浪禪理論  

一世異才收勿騁  

十年浮氣掃無痕  

(先生詩論如此 當時猶未及詳聞 今因紫霞之行 又有以發明耳.) 
 
The Tang-period stele-inscription and the Song-period editions: he gathered 

blossoms and glory.29  
The Han-period painting stands out, boasting itself to the guests.30  

                                                                                                                                                       
25 Wang Shizhen built the stone boat pavilion 石帆亭 in admiration for Lu You, and Weng Fanggang 
wrote “Lesser stone pavilion records,” honoring him.  
 
26 Weng Fanggang’s birthday is also in the eighth month, so this verse is also a doubling of Wang Shizen 
and Wang Fanggang.  
 
27 This verse is on Weng Fanggang’s poetic theory. Kim noted that while he summarized what he knew of 
Weng’s thoughts on poetry, he had not had a chance to hear about them in a more detailed manner. He 
was thus encouraging Shin Wi to find out more when he visit Weng. 
 
28 Canglang refers to the late Song poet Yan You嚴羽(1191-1241), who wrote the influential poetic 
criticism, Discourse on Poetry by Canglang or Canglang shihua. Here, Kim Chŏnghŭi contrasts Weng 
Fanggang’s idea on poetry on the first line with Canglang’s poetic discourse based on the ideals of Chan 
Buddhism.  
 
29 The Tang stele-inscription refers to the Tang-period rubbing of the stele-inscription at the Confucian 
shrine, written by the Tang calligrapher Yu Shinan虞世南 (558–638). The Song-period editions refer to 
the collection of Su Shi’s poems annotated by Shi Yuanzhi施元之 (Shiju Su Shi), and the poetic 
collections of Huang Tingjian黃庭堅 (1045-1105) and Chen Shidao 陳師道 (1053-1102).  
 
30 “The Han-period painting” refers to the rubbing of the Wu Liang Shrine pictures. 
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The jade ring-shaped Yellow River Diagram has already been through his 
examination.31  

Sad is a wild goose of the snow that left the “seal script” prints on the sands. 
 
唐碑宋槧萃英華  

(虞書廟堂碑 是唐時拓本  施注蘇詩及山谷后山諸集爲宋本.) 

漢畫尤堪對客誇  

拱璧河圖曾過眼  

雪鴻怊悵篆留沙  
 

 

  

                                                                                                                                                       
 
31 This refers to Ho Tu河圖, the mythic diagram of the Yellow River. 


